Weapons - Inv. All Seasons
K10 M008 - Slag Bullet head w. Wood shaft?  
+ M011 - Iron 2-sided Spearpoint ✓  
M013 - Arrowhead - Cu Alloy ✓
K09 M001 - Iron Leaf-shaped Spearhead w. Socket ✓
+ M009 - Iron Spearpoint ✓  
M013 - Cu Alloy Spearpoint ✓
+ M032 - Iron Arrowhead ✓
K08 M015 - Lead Slag Bullet w. holloth anchor ✓  
+ M037 - Iron 2-edged Arrowhead ✓  
M038 - Cu Alloy Arrowhead ✓
K06 - M022 - Iron Spearhead missing  
M005 - Iron Arrowhead missing  
+ M026 - Iron Arrowhead missing ✓  
M028 - Iron Arrowhead ✓
M030 - Iron Arrowhead ✓  
+ M036 - Iron Arrowhead ✓
K00 M024 - Iron Arrowhead missing  
M029 - Lead Slag bullet missing  
+ M040 - Iron projectile point ✓  
M051 - Iron projectile point ✓  
M055 - Iron projectile point ✓  
MEDEIVAL  
+ M115 - Iron projectile point ✓  
+ M117 - Iron projectile point ✓  
S024 - Ballista Ball.
K01 M001 - Cu Alloy Arrowhead ✓  
S028 - Slag shot.
K99 - No Weapons
Greek boss-and-barb-type. (Müller TA II, 11, 255, M 170-7)

- Boss and well
- Barbed decorated blade w/ slightly curved profile, long tang, thickened at center, w/ finely defined midrib, w/ a boss above junction w/ tang
- Chronological development moves towards wider, shorter blade w/ thicker back & more curved profile
- Proportions w/ well approaching G. Delos

Scelucid (Müller TA II, 11, 255-58, M 178)
- Different from boss-and-barb type in that they are rhomboidal in section, essentially a pyramidal point w/ tang

Tricholata (Müller TA II, 11, 1056, M 179)

- 8th/7th CE. Roman
- Earlier bronze, socketed
- Latest iron, tanged, often barbed (as at Caria)
- See typology in GEN CHON VITACE (EJ 4) (1991) 242-5
- YUGNEIAM Typo II P. 218, no. 1

Tanged 4-sided pyramidal point (Müller 257, M 180-181a)

- Iron
- Invention established by 7th-6th CE.
Weapons
Pervasive
Bldg. Hell.
Trefolied Arrowpoint Frag
Copper alloy point.
PL 2.4 cm
PW 1.0 cm
Thick edge 0.2 cm

K10M013
CB23-3032
CB23005

03 June 10
LOM B4, el-Fukhara

Probable Persian

Broken near 2/3 way down shaft

Horne 1994, photo XVII.1, Type I, nr. 1, p. 215
"Iranian Scythian"

II type used by troops of Nebuchadnezzar
in siege/destruction of Jerusalem 586 BCE
K08M038  CB1.6.274  11 July '08  Tracking no 1791
CB16064.2  LDM local finds
Arrowhead - Copper Alloy - 3-edged Blade with Tubular Socket

Intact.
L: 3.1 cm
Max W: 1.1 cm
Diam of tubular socket: 0.3 cm.

 Probably Persian

---

Close parallel - but not exactly the same
1. Yaqubian I, p 118 No. 1, which is a 3-edged blade arrowhead with tubular socket, but does not decrease between the blades.

Khams 1996 photo XVIII.1, no. 1 p 218
and fig. XVIII.1, no. 1 p 219
C024.213
Loc [C024.051] LDM Hill Fistplate
Bronze Arrowhead
Complete blader, but broken at tang, heavily corroded
Three bladed arrowhead
Tang round in section
PL 4.45 cm
W 1.5 cm
Depth 1.3 cm
Diam tang 0.7 cm

Ch. Yaghzian I p. 218 Type I or Type II

02 June 06 - MEM
KBSM 003
C83.7.033  11 June 2006
Loc: C837008  LBM ER CW

Bronze 3-edged Arrowhead faceted
Almost complete - many taph. blades complete.
Three edge arrowhead. There is a groove on the underside of the arrow.
PL 5.4 cm
PW 1.0 cm
PD 0.9 cm

Weapon
missing
Tracking x 291
Copper Alloy Spearpoint.

Long narrow leaf shaped spearpoint w. long barb.

L. 7.3 cm
W. 1.5 cm
Th. blade 0.14 cm
Th. tang 0.3 cm - 0.7 cm

p. 188. Fig. VII.10. - Bronze Arrowheads from
Rm 302.
p. 128. Fig. III.18. - Iron Arrowheads fr. Fort.
Similar arrowheads were found at Lachish dated
to the 7th BCE. Assyrian siege of Sennacherib.

Drawn by:

Leaf:
K06M030  G33/2006  Track 988
C847.160  7 July 2006
[C847.006.1] LAM  Early Hellenistic Local Fine
Ptolemaic?

Iron Arrowhead

A two-edged iron arrowhead with bars.

PL 4.6cm
W. (bars) 1.7cm
Th. 0.65cm.

// Vogelsam
Khrais 1996 photo XVIII.2, no. 2
Arrowhead - Inscribed - Copper Alloy

PH (intact) 5.7 cm
Width (max) 1.7 cm
Max th. 0.9 cm
Tang. 0.35 cm.

Phenomenal in section, "essentially a pyramidal point of tangs"
"Amana" 178

ligature on one face

odd = BE = 25?
CB24051 6.27.2000

Weapon: Held sheep/plastic lol, CN

Deadly incised/convex along one edge, many tags.

Two edged weapon - small leaf-shaped

PL: 3.3cm
PW: 1.2cm
Th: 0.2cm

v. small - thus must be for hunting

02 June 00 - MFM
Iron Arrowhead
Well preserved - badly corroded. - bent tip
An iron 4 sided arrowhead/bolt with a rect-
in-section tang.
L 6.3cm
W 0.75cm
Th.0.7cm.

Long skinny 4 sided point of rhomboidal section
beginning of solid tang
SLING BULLET SHOT

Intact

1 3 3
w 1 2
Th 1 3

Football shape w/impression on both sides.

Lead

Donald's comments 11-7-2000 July
(Ankathy, 1895, 397, 398)

Obverse: Anchor with ring (parallels on one bullet, and on Saltmarsh coin)

Reverse: Unclear Symbol:

Anch 12 o'clock & (upside down) anchor

Less likely alternative A/W (very much deformed)

For sling bullets in region, see Dr. Gene: Tryphonic sling bullet from Dr. P. 1945 (Ankathy Reports 2), and especially bibliography there.
K08 M015
CB1.6.218
CB16098

**Lead Slit Bullet**

L 3.9 cm
W 1.8 cm
Th 1.3 cm

WT 40.9 g

G49/2008  T905
23 June 108

LDM Pergamene, ESA, cast glass
Scauricid

nicely made
elliptic shape
anchor on one face
K10 M008
083.5.103
0835068

11 June 10
Topsoil

Lead Shiny Bullet

L 3.9 cm
W 2.0 cm
Th 1.3 cm

Almond-shaped with edge

After Conservation Check!
May have writing

Weight 48.9